
 

Sony Map Europe Route Planner 54

if youre looking at a particular area but want to hop off and explore a bit more than just the main
roads and routes, then the os maps offline is worth a look. while it doesnt show the exact same as

the main phone apps, its useful for quick, on the go navigation, with cycle lanes in place of the
roads. the downside is that youll need to be rooted and set up using es file explorer (also provided
with the app as a free download) for navigation to work, but when youre already there, it is great

value for money and is a lot quicker to use than the main free apps. it is also available as an android
tablet app, however the tablet version doesnt come with inbuilt offline navigation. it doesnt have lots
of features as the main smartphone apps but it does still have a lot going for it. you can download it
to your phone once youve downloaded the os maps for it using es file explorer and it looks a whole

lot better than the other standalone apps. the one for android tablets doesnt include the offline
navigation and the one for ipads (both of which are limited to the us at the present time) are basic
apps at the most. there are also a few other third party options if you're looking to fully customise,

with mycyclemap being particularly useful in this area. it works alongside any app that already maps
your surroundings (like os maps, car nav, gmaps or mapmyride) and gives you a visual

representation of your surroundings overlaid with the quickest routes you can take. climbpro is
usually less overwolty than the route planner, but often the profile is not even correct. for example

while cycling in northern italy, i did a multi-day navigation tour (italy and france) and the route
planner gave me a total ascent of a 3100 m climb, with a climb at 3730 m, when climbpro says the
actual ascent is 2500/3800 m. same goes for distance, so that is a non-negligible difference in this

case!
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Sony Map Europe Route Planner 54

not only has the sony bike
computer received a full software
update, it has a shiny new case to
match the display. the battery life
is good and the bezels are minimal

so the sony looks to be a good
choice for those who are looking
for the big display for whatever
reason. but i feel there are still

some issues that can be addressed
in the future. the garmin edge and
edge 500 are probably the most
commonly used computers for
cycling, with the sony and htc

coming in a close second. the only
thing i would change would be to
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add any twitter/email/rss link to its
existing support page. that’s a bit
of a weak point in your offering,
the only time i know people use

twitter etc. is when they’re
actively seeking help/info. but at

least in the case of strava the
tracker and some of the other

things have got their own
dedicated pages. i don’t really

have an issue with the price; i’ve
had gpss from manufacturers like
garmin & polar over 100 cheaper
and i’ve used sony ones over 100
and a bit more. if you’re buying it
for the data, then sure, it’s going

to have to be much more
expensive than a garmin or polar,

but the sony doesn’t have the
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same functionality at that price as
for example garmin connect does.
the fact that you can change the
font color is great though, but if
you’re looking for a gps for your

bike, it’s not where you should be
looking. the map is actually pretty

interesting from a design
standpoint. i found the location of
certain roads, bridges, and turns
very useful. i find that having to
look at the map occasionally to

make sure i’m on the right road is
a bit distracting, but not to the

degree that i wish the maps were
a bit larger. 5ec8ef588b
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